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Instructions: Use the words to fill in the blanks to complete the sentences: 

 

 

 

 

1. While making the menu for tonight’s dinner, the chef __________ he did not have 
all of the ingredients. 

2. The assistant chef told the chef, “I know ___________ to get the remaining 
ingredients we need for the menu for today. 

3. Much to _____________ dismay, they needed __________ equipment to make the 
menu. 

4. _____________  important to _____________ all of the ingredients, equipment and 
cooking instructions before making the menu. 

5. The restaurant owner went immediately _______ the Restaurant Depot to get what 
the chefs and cooks needed. 

6. The restaurant owner said to the chefs, “_____________ going to have the best 
menu for dinner in town!” 

7. The food critic said “________ wasn’t enough that the food looked great, the recipe 
must be correct. _______! This recipe is not correct.” 

8. The chef forgot to add ______ingredients that where left out by accident.  

9. “Do you have ____________ spoon?” asked the chef to his assistant. 

10. _________ going to fix this recipe so the food critic who is our customer will be 
happy. 

11. They _______ going to fix the recipe when the food critic was brought into the 
kitchen to see for himself.  

12.  The food critic knew there was ________ many ingredients in the dish. 

it it’s know no were we’re your you’re 
        

too two to their there they’re new knew 
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Answer: 

1. knew 

2. we’re 

3. There, their 

4. it’s, know 

5. To 

6. They’re 

7. It, No 

8. Two 

9. Your 

10. You’re 

11. were 

12. too 


